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Build a Successful Art Career! 2014 Artist's & Graphic
Designer's Market is the must-have reference guide for any
artist who wants to establish or expand a career in fine art,
illustration or graphic design. Thousands of successful artists
have relied on us to help develop their careers and navigate
the changing business landscape. The 2014 Artist's &
Graphic Designer's Market introduces a whole host of new
features and guarantees the most up-to-date, individually
verified market contacts possible. Expand your art business
with these resources: • A FREE 1-year subscription to
ArtistsMarketOnline.com, where you can find industry
contacts, track your submissions, get the latest art and design
news and much more. (PLEASE NOTE: Free subscriptions
are NOT included with the e-book edition of this title) •
Complete, up-to-date contact information for more than 1,700
art market resources, including galleries, magazines, book
publishers, greeting card companies, ad agencies,
syndicates, art fairs and more. • Articles on the business of
freelancing--from basic copyright information to tips on
promoting your work. • Information on grants, residencies,
organizations, publications and websites that offer support
and direction for visual artists of all types. • NEW! Informative
articles on social media and e-mail marketing, getting the
most from LinkedIn, and building better websites. • NEW!
Special features on insurance for artists, pricing artwork,
printing giclees, sustainability practices, packaging design,
and studio sales. • NEW! Inspiring and informative interviews
with successful professionals including publisher and legal
expert Tad Crawford and artist Nancy Reyner. Check out
ArtistsMarketOnline.com and ArtistsNetwork.com for more
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helpful resources. PLEASE NOTE: Free subscriptions are
NOT included with the e-book edition of this title
Despite the common belief that art galleries will naturally
become more gender equitable over time, the fact is that
many art institutions in Canada have become even less so
over the last decade, with female artists making up less than
25 per cent of the contemporary exhibitions of several major
galleries. In the first large-scale overview of gender diversity
in Canadian art exhibitions, Anne Dymond makes a
persuasive plea for more consciously equitable curating.
Drawing on data from nearly one hundred institutions,
Diversity Counts reveals that while some galleries are
relatively equitable, many continue to marginalize female and
racialized artists. The book pursues an interdisciplinary
approach, considering the art world's resistance to numeric
data, discourses on representation and identity, changing
conceptualizations of institutional responsibility over time, and
different ways particular institutions manage inclusion and
exclusion. A thoughtful examination of the duty of public
galleries to represent underserved communities, Dymond's
study bravely navigates the unspoken criteria for acceptance
in the curatorial world. Demonstrating how important hard
data is for inclusivity, Diversity Counts is a timely analysis that
brings the art world up to date on progressive movements for
social transformation.
“What artists don’t know—but need to know.” —Jack Becker,
Public Art Review A Comprehensive Guide to the Complex
World of Public Art Learn how to find, apply for, compete for,
and win a public art commission. First-hand interviews with
experienced public artists and arts administrators provide inthe-trenches advice and insight, while a chapter on public art
law, written by Barbara T. Hoffman, the country's leading
public art law attorney, answers questions about this complex
area. Packed with details on working with contracts, conflict,
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controversy, communities, committees, and more, The Artist's
Guide to Public Art, Second Edition, shows artists how to cut
through the red tape and win commissions that are rewarding
both financially and artistically. This new edition discusses
recent trends in the field, such as: how the political climate
affects public art, the types of projects that receive funding,
where that funding comes from, how the digital age impacts
public art, how to compete with the increase of architecturally
trained artists, and more. Written by an artist, for artists, this
guide is packed with everything readers need to know:
Finding commissions Submitting applications Negotiating
contracts Budgeting for projects Navigating copyright law
Working with fabricators And much more From start to finish,
Lynn Basa covers all the steps of the process. With The
Artist's Guide to Public Art, Second Edition, even readers
without prior experience will be more than ready to confidently
pursue their own public art projects.
Reports for 1980-19 also include the Annual report of the
National Council on the Arts.
An insider's guide to buying, collecting, and selling art from an
insider of Christie's Grounded in real-life stories, Art
Collecting Today is the essential practical guide to today's art
market. A lightly regulated industry with more than sixty billion
dollars of annual sales, the art market is often opaque and
confusing to even the most experienced collectors. But
whether a seasoned collector, an uninitiated newcomer, or an
art-world insider, readers will learn within these pages how
the art marketplace works in practice and how to navigate it
smartly. Those who may have been put off by art-world
practices will finally feel they have the knowledge needed to
participate freely and fully, and collectors will be able to
pursue their passion with more confidence. Important topics
covered include: How to evaluate, buy, and sell art while
avoiding costly mistakes and time-consuming roadblocks
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How the market works in practice for essential artists like
Ren? Magritte, Christopher Wool, Amedeo Modigliani, and
Yayoi Kusama How collectors can be taken advantage of,
and the actions they should take to protect themselves Why
tax laws in the United States reward "art investors" yet
penalize "art collectors" How cultural property laws impact the
market for works by such artists as Frida Kahlo and Andy
Warhol Advice for new and prospective collectors Informed by
close to one hundred interviews with collectors, lawyers, art
advisors, gallerists, and auction specialists in the United
States and Europe, as well as by the author's own
experiences, Art Collecting Today offers a lively and thoughtprovoking analysis of the day-to-day workings at play today in
the fine art marketplace.
More than 1000 detailed profiles of NYC galleries, museums,
alternative exhibition spaces, non-profit organizations,
corporate art consultants and artists' studios.
Artists, dealers, and gallery owners will welcome this clear
explanation of the consignment contracts that lie at the heart
of the relationship between artists and galleries. Updates
include the latest developments in state laws and all of the
current statutes in the 32 states that have laws regarding
consignment sales. A thorough discussion of the Standard
Consignment Agreement, covering agency, consignment,
warranties, transportation, insurance, pricing, gallery
commissions, promotion, return of art, and more, plus a readyto-use contract, is included. Want a clear understanding of artconsignment law? Get The Artist-Gallery Partnership.

A successful art career at your fingertips! Do you want to
establish or expand a career for yourself in fine art,
illustration, or design? Artist's Market 2018 is the musthave reference guide you need. Thousands of
successful artists have relied on us to help develop their
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careers and navigate the changing business landscape.
Artist's Market 2018 includes the most up-to-date,
individually verified market contacts possible. Grow your
art business with these resources: • Up-to-date contact
information for more than 1,800 art market resources,
including galleries, magazines, book publishers, greeting
card companies, ad agencies, syndicates, art fairs, and
more • Articles on the business of freelancing--from
basic copyright information to tips on promoting your
work • Information on grants, residencies, organizations,
publications, and websites that offer support and
direction for visual artists of all types • NEW! Articles on
social media marketing, monitoring your copyright, how
to get your work into a gallery, what art students need to
know to prepare for a successful career, and a look at
whether art loan programs might be right for you. In
addition, read great interviews with successful artists
Aaron Becker, Brianna Scharstein, and Katherine Chang
Liu.
You don't have to be a twenty-three year old dancer with
no savings to end up with the excruciating debts young
Iris is confronted with in this latest work by financial and
legal advisor Tad Crawford. Every year, thousands of
Americans of all ages and backgrounds overtax their
bank accounts and credit cards and are left with the
tricky task of pulling themselves out of their financial
chaos. Rarely can they receive such high-quality
financial and moral support as the The Money Mentor
provides—and certainly not in the guise of an
entertaining, up-beat novel! As the author tells the story
of the recovering debtor Iris, he walks his readers
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through all the stages of money management, from the
painful assessment of assets and debts to increasing
one's income and starting to save. Choosing a
sympathetic "girl-from-next-door" as protagonist, The
Money Mentor offers people in financial trouble what
they lack most of all: the ability to look at themselves
from a healthy distance and realize that there is a way
out of their trouble.
Taking Aim! The Business of Being an Artist Today is a
practical, affordable resource guide filled with invaluable
advice for the emerging artist. The book is specially
designed to aid visual artists in furtheringtheir careers
through unfiltered information about the business
practices and idiosyncrasies of the contemporary art
world. It demystifies often daunting and opaque practices
through first-hand testimonials, interviews, and
commentary from leading artists, curators, gallerists,
collectors, critics, art consultants, arts administrators, art
fair directors, auction house experts, and other art world
luminaries. Published in celebration of the 30th
anniversary of Artist in the Marketplace (AIM)-the
pioneering career development program at the Bronx
Museum of the Arts-Taking AIM! The Business of Being
an Artist Today mirrors the structure and topics featured
in the AIM program's weekly workshops and discussions.
Each chapter focuses on the specific perspective of an
art world insider-from the artist to the public art program
director to the blogger. Multiple viewpoints from a range
of art professionals provide emerging artists with candid,
uncensored information and tools to help them better
understand this complex field and develop strategies for
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building and sustaining successful careers as
professional artists. The book ends with an annotated
chronology of the past three decades in the
contemporary art field and a bibliography of publications,
magazine articles, online sources, funding sources,
residency programs, and other useful information for
emerging artists.
“If you’re a professional photographer, you must own
this book.” —David Hume Kennerly, Pulitzer Prize winner,
former White House photographer, University of Arizona
presidential scholar The All-in-One Resource for
Photographers at All Levels In The Law (in Plain
English)® for Photographers, Leonard D. DuBoff and
Sarah J. Tugman walk readers through the legal
landscape of the photography business. In easy-tounderstand terms and with plenty of examples, this
comprehensive resource covers everything from
organizing a business to privacy rights to copyright
questions. Clearly outlined chapters will help readers to:
Comprehend intellectual property laws ?Identify
defamation and libel Distinguish rights of privacy and
publicity Navigate censorship and obscenity rules
Understand photo licenses and restrictions Organize a
photography business Draft strong contracts and resolve
disputes Properly file taxes and take advantage of
deductions Select and utilize insurance plans Prepare an
estate plan To master the legal side of the business, all
photographers need to have this essential guide in their
libraries.
How today’s artists survive, exhibit, and earn
money—without selling out! Career-minded artists, this is
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the book you have been waiting for! Making It in the Art
World, Second Edition, explains how to be a professional
artist and shares new methods to define and realize what
success means. Whether you’re a beginner, a student,
or a career artist looking to be in the best museum
shows, this book provides ways of advancing your plans
on any level. Author Brainard Carey, an artist himself
with prestigious exhibitions like the Whitney Biennial
under his belt, draws on more than twenty years of
experience in the art world and from over 1,500
interviews with artists and curators for Yale University
Radio. Included is a thirteen-part workbook to help you
formulate and execute a winning career advancement
strategy, a process that will prepare you for navigating
the art world successfully. Friendly chapters walk you
through it all with topics such as: Evaluating your work
Submitting proposals to museums and galleries Creating
pop-up shows Presenting work to the public Doing it your
way (DIY exhibits) Organizing events Writing press
releases Finding collectors online and connecting Using
social media effectively Selling online Raising funds for
projects Getting international recognition Making It in the
Art World, Second Edition, is an invaluable resource for
artists at every stage, offering readers a plethora of
strategies and helpful tips to plan and execute a
successful artistic career.
“A comprehensive guide.” —Artspace Aspiring and new
art gallery owners can find everything they need to plan
and operate a successful art gallery with How to Start
and Run a Commercial Art Gallery. This new edition has
been updated to mark the changes in market and
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technology over the past decade. Edward Winkleman
and Patton Hindle draw on their years of experience to
explain step by step how to start your new venture. From
finding the ideal locale and renovating the space to
writing business plans and securing start-up capital, this
helpful guide has it all. Chapters detail how to: Manage
cash flow Grow your new business Hire and manage
staff Attract and retain artists and clients Represent your
artists Promote your gallery and artists online Select the
right art fair And more How to Start and Run a
Commercial Art Gallery, Second Edition, also includes
sample forms, helpful tips from veteran collectors and
dealers, a large section on art fairs, and a directory of art
dealer associations.
The fourth edition of this popular guide contains twentynine of the most essential business and legal forms to
meet the everyday needs of today’s illustrators. Updated
throughout, new forms include a promissory note,
releases, and an agreement to arbitrate. Each form is
accompanied by step-by-step instructions, advice on
standard contractual provisions, and unique negotiation
checklists for making the best deal. Included are:
Estimate • Confirmation of Assignment • Invoice •
Illustrator-Agent Contract • Book Publishing Contract •
Collaboration Contract • Contract for the Sale of an
Artwork • Contract for Receipt and Holding of Artwork •
Illustrator-Gallery Contract with Record of Consignment
and Statement of Account • Licensing Contract to
Merchandise Images • Release Form for Models •
Property Release • Permission Form • Nondisclosure
Agreement for Submitting Ideas • Copyright Transfer
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Form • Application for Copyright Registration of Artwork
• License of Rights and Electronic Rights • Contract with
an Independent Contractor • Trademark Application •
Commercial Lease • Sublease • Lease Assignment The
collection provides a password and link to a
supplemental website, which contains all the discussed
forms for both the PC and Mac platforms. Thorough
discussions of legal issues relevant to the industry make
this a must-read for any illustrator—established or starting
out. Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing,
publishes a broad range of books on the visual and
performing arts, with emphasis on the business of art.
Our titles cover subjects such as graphic design, theater,
branding, fine art, photography, interior design, writing,
acting, film, how to start careers, business and legal
forms, business practices, and more. While we don't
aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are deeply committed to quality
books that help creative professionals succeed and
thrive. We often publish in areas overlooked by other
publishers and welcome the author whose expertise can
help our audience of readers.
Build a Successful Art Career 2015 Artist's & Graphic
Designer's Market is the must-have reference guide for
any artist who wants to establish or expand a career in
fine art, illustration, or graphic design. Thousands of
successful artists have relied on us to help develop their
careers and navigate the changing business landscape.
The 2015 Artist's & Graphic Designer's Market
introduces a whole host of new features and guarantees
the most up-to-date, individually verified market contacts
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possible. Expand your art business with these resources:
• A FREE 1-year subscription to
ArtistsMarketOnline.com, where you can find industry
contacts, track your submissions, get the latest art and
design news, and much more (PLEASE NOTE: Free
subscriptions are NOT included with the e-book edition
of this title) • Complete, up-to-date contact information
for more than 1,700 art market resources, including
galleries, magazines, book publishers, greeting card
companies, ad agencies, syndicates, art fairs, and more
• Articles on the business of freelancing--from basic
copyright information to tips on promoting your work •
Information on grants, residencies, organizations,
publications, and websites that offer support and
direction for visual artists of all types • NEW! Informative
articles on setting goals, getting organized, building a
resume, and mastering marketing and branding • NEW!
Special features on defamation, alternative art show
venues, art rentals, art and wine workshops, and art fairs
• NEW! Inspiring and informative interviews with
successful professionals including children's book authorillustrator Tomie dePaola, graphic designer Mikey
Burton, and fantasy illustrator John Howe Check out
ArtistsMarketOnline.com for more interviews, tips for
selling your work, and our easy-to-use searchable
database of markets!
How do dealers price contemporary art in a world where
objective criteria seem absent? Talking Prices is the first
book to examine this question from a sociological
perspective. On the basis of a wide range of qualitative
and quantitative data, including interviews with art
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dealers in New York and Amsterdam, Olav Velthuis
shows how contemporary art galleries juggle the
contradictory logics of art and economics. In doing so,
they rely on a highly ritualized business repertoire. For
instance, a sharp distinction between a gallery's
museumlike front space and its businesslike back space
safeguards the separation of art from commerce.
Velthuis shows that prices, far from being abstract
numbers, convey rich meanings to trading partners that
extend well beyond the works of art. A high price may
indicate not only the quality of a work but also the identity
of collectors who bought it before the artist's reputation
was established. Such meanings are far from
unequivocal. For some, a high price may be a symbol of
status; for others, it is a symbol of fraud. Whereas
sociological thought has long viewed prices as reducing
qualities to quantities, this pathbreaking and engagingly
written book reveals the rich world behind these
numerical values. Art dealers distinguish different types
of prices and attach moral significance to them. Thus the
price mechanism constitutes a symbolic system akin to
language.
"Art as Social Action . . . is an essential guide to
deepening social art practices and teaching them to
students." —Laura Raicovich, president and executive
director, Queens Museum Art as Social Action is both a
general introduction to and an illustrated, practical
textbook for the field of social practice, an art medium
that has been gaining popularity in the public sphere.
With content arranged thematically around such topics
as direct action, alternative organizing, urban
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imaginaries, anti-bias work, and collective learning,
among others, Art as Social Action is a comprehensive
manual for teachers about how to teach art as social
practice. Along with a series of introductions by leading
social practice artists in the field, valuable lesson plans
offer examples of pedagogical projects for instructors at
both college and high school levels with contributions
written by prominent social practice artists, teachers, and
thinkers, including: Mary Jane Jacob Maureen Connor
Brian Rosa Pablo Helguera Jen de los Reyes Jeanne
van Heeswick Jaishri Abichandani Loraine Leeson Ala
Plastica Daniel Tucker Fiona Whelan Bo Zheng Dipti
Desai Noah Fischer Lesson plans also reflect the
ongoing pedagogical and art action work of Social
Practice Queens (SPQ), a unique partnership between
Queens College CUNY and the Queens Museum.
With artists, craftspeople, art dealers and gallery and
shop owners in mind,his book discusses consignment
contracts, aiming to clarify all the aspectsf this art world
relationship.
When the Edmonton Museum of Arts opened in 1924 it
was only the second art gallery in Canada west of
Toronto. Spaces and Places for Art tells the story of the
financial and ideological struggles that community
groups and artist societies in booming frontier cities and
towns faced in establishing spaces for the cultivation of
artistic taste. Mapping the development of art institutions
in western Canada from the founding of the Winnipeg Art
Gallery in 1912 to the 1990s heyday of art museums in
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British Columbia,
Anne Whitelaw provides a glimpse into the production,
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circulation, and consumption of art in Canada throughout
the twentieth century. Initially dependent on paintings
loaned from the National Gallery of Canada, art galleries
across the western part of the country gradually built
their own collections and exhibitions and formed
organizations that made them less reliant on institutions
and government agencies in Ottawa. Tracing the impact
of major national arts initiatives such as the Massey
Commission, the funding programs of the Canada
Council, and the policies of the National Museums
Corporation, Whitelaw sheds light on the complex
relationships between western Canada and Ottawa
surrounding art. Building on extensive archival research
and in-depth analysis of government involvement,
Spaces and Places for Art is an invaluable explanation of
the roles of cultural institutions and cultural policy in the
emergence of artistic practice in Canada.
“Michels explodes the romantic notion of the starving
artist.” —The New York Times “Michels is a tough but
compassionate advocate, savvy in the ways of the world
and the demands on artists in this materialistic society.”
—The Miami Herald Written for fine artists ready to launch
their careers as well as experienced artists who wish to
relaunch their careers, How to Survive and Prosper as
an Artist, Seventh Edition, an acclaimed guide,
empowers artists to take control of their careers to create
a fulfilling life and earn a decent income. In this newly
revised edition, Caroll Michels continues to demystify the
inner workings of the art world and challenge the status
quo. New chapters discuss such topics as: New
business models for artists: Going to the extreme The
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use of social media and website development as
marketing and publicity tools and what does and doesn’t
work The confusion between the “art-buying public” and
the “general public” and their differences New
suggestions for establishing and calculating prices for
artwork Neighborhood gentrification and the growing
challenges of securing a reasonably priced live/work
space How dealers find artists, how to negotiate with
dealers, and how to understand a dealer’s agenda
Using her own experiences as an artist as well as the
experiences of her clients, Michels crafts a must-read
guidebook for anyone interested in embarking upon a
successful career as an artist.
A straightforward guide for creating a marketing
package, getting a gallery, finding an artist
representative, and obtaining free or low-cost
advertising.
The Artist-Gallery PartnershipA Practical Guide to
Consigning ArtSimon and Schuster
Updated to inspire a new generation of visual artists in
their quest for creative growth, this book shows artists
how they can experience a new awakening of creativity
and add fresh meaning to their work by using simple
techniques found in this inspirational guide. A working
artist who has coped successfully with the daily
challenge of facing a blank canvas shares her methods
for overcoming creative blocks. Allworth Press, an
imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad range
of books on the visual and performing arts, with
emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover
subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine
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art, photography, interior design, writing, acting, film, how
to start careers, business and legal forms, business
practices, and more. While we don't aspire to publish a
New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we
are deeply committed to quality books that help creative
professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in
areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the
author whose expertise can help our audience of
readers.
How to Get Others to Support Your Vision If you have a
dream that needs backing, be it an art project, an
invention, or even a business, this is the book for you.
Brainard Carey offers advice with solid examples of how
building relationships with sponsors, investors, grantmakers, and patrons is something every creative person
can pursue. Carey draws from his extensive experience
and interviews with others to show artists and creative
people how to raise money without the use of
crowdfunding platforms. Readers will learn how to
articulate their funding needs, develop a campaign, and
approach sponsors. Chapter topics include: Defining
your funding goals Pitching a proposal Writing to
someone you've never met before Conversational tactics
to help you ask for funding Methods for keeping in touch
with potential sponsors Real examples of artists and
entrepreneurs who succeeded in gaining the support of
philanthropists and patrons And much more With
chapters divided between practical how-tos and case
studies, Fund Your Dreams Like a Creative Genius,
offers readers both instructive and demonstrative
lessons in making their next big project a reality.
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Everyone can do it with the right tools, and Carey offers
an insider's guide to an otherwise daunting process.
This much-needed guide provides the skills and tools to
manage projects from start to finish. Business and Legal
Forms for Fine Artists consists of twenty-two crucial
business and legal forms and includes a CD-ROM* with
the forms in word processing formats for both the PC
and Mac platforms: Contract for the Sale of an Artwork,
Contract for the Sale of an Artwork with Moral Rights and
Resale Royalty Rights, Invoice for the Sale of an
Artwork, Contract to Commission an Artwork, Contract to
Create a Limited Edition, Contract for Receipt and
Holding of Artwork, Artist-Gallery Contract with Record of
Consignment and Statement of Account, Contract to
Create a Video for Transmission, DVD Sales, or DVD
Rentals, Contract for the Rental of an Artwork, Contract
for an Exhibition Loan, Artist's Lecture Contract,
Licensing Contract to Merchandise Images, Release
Form for Models, Property Release, Copyright
Registration of an Artwork, Permission Form, License of
Electronic Rights, Contract with an Independent
Contractor, Commercial Lease, Sublease, Lease
Assignment. Book jacket.
“Not simply a how-to book, Selling Art without Galleries
is a hands-on guidebook to daily life in the complex and
sometimes murky world of the art market.” —Sculpture
Magazine The days in which artists must get their work
into galleries in order to gain success and recognition are
long over. With that in mind, Daniel Grant gives readers
advice on the multitude of options artists now have for
marketing their work as well as how to sell work in a host
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of nontraditional venues, such as online, through open
studio events, and in hospitals, restaurants, and art fairs.
In this updated and revised edition, Grant provides new
chapters on such topics as: Publicity and social media
Public art loan programs Meeting prospective buyers at
museums “Handmade” and “Made in America” Artists’
estates and private foundations The benefits of donating
artwork In addition, Grant includes tips on disaster
preparedness, workspaces, housing and residencies,
emergency funds, and legal assistance. For any artist
looking to explore success outside of a gallery, Selling
Art without Galleries is a comprehensive and invaluable
guide.
This book sheds critical light on the routinely debated
issue of how to create sustainable, equitable and
meaningful partnerships between visual art organisations
and youth organisations. Using a Bourdieusian
framework, this book analyses the different social and
professional worlds of youth work and gallery education
and explores why tensions often arise between partners
and young people in these fields. Written at a time of
significant crisis for the UK youth sector and in the
context of an entrenched neoliberal policy climate, this
publication seeks to highlight hopeful, experimental
practice and possibilities for creative resistance. With
public organisations and services under ever-greater
governmental pressure to pursue collaborations within
and across sectors, this is a timely moment to examine
the challenges, ethics and advantages of working
together, and to bring theoretical discussion to dominant
yet vague understandings of partnership.
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Here is a virtual treasury of advice, insight, and guidance
for every freelance photographer! The step-by-step
advice covers the multitude of concerns facing aspiring
and beginning freelance photographers—from compiling a
portfolio and promoting your work to winning the first
client and running a healthy, profitable business.
Esteemed attorney and writer Tad Crawford has teamed
up with expert photography writer Chuck Delaney—and
more than a dozen of the photo industry’s leading
experts—to provide comprehensive guidance, including:
Photographic careers and the skills they require How to
shop for equipment and studio locations Clients,
websites, portfolios, and self-promotion Studio
management, insurance, and safety Negotiating
contracts, pricing, and model and property releases
Copyright law and protecting your work Avoiding libel,
trespass, and litigation Accounting, record keeping, and
taxes For anyone looking to earn money with their
photography, Starting Your Career as a Freelance
Photographer crucial marketing, business, and legal
know-how for every step of the process. Allworth Press,
an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad
range of books on the visual and performing arts, with
emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover
subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine
art, photography, interior design, writing, acting, film, how
to start careers, business and legal forms, business
practices, and more. While we don't aspire to publish a
New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we
are deeply committed to quality books that help creative
professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in
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areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the
author whose expertise can help our audience of
readers.
Step-by-Step Advice on Making Your Home-Business
Dreams a Reality From Priscilla Y. Huff, the leading expert on
home businesses for women, The Self-Employed Woman's
Guide to Launching a Home-Based Business is your step-bystep resource to getting the business of your dreams up and
started in no time. Packed with expert advice and nitty-gritty
details about what it takes to run a successful home-based
business, this book will show you how to: ·Prepare—physically
and mentally—for a new career from home ·Balance work and
family time for maximum enjoyment—and minimum stress
·Find and fill out the proper tax, license, and insurance forms
·Handle customers and bring in new business ·Implement
creative and effective marketing plans ·Manage your finances
and accounting with ease ·And much, much more! Filled with
valuable resources and profiles of successful home-based
entrepreneurs, this book answers all your questions about
starting an enjoyable and profitable venture.
This book is for art market researchers at all levels. A brief
overview of the global art market and its major stakeholders
precedes an analysis of the various sales venues (auction,
commercial gallery, etc.). Library research skills are reviewed,
and advanced methods are explored in a chapter devoted to
basic market research. Because the monetary value of
artwork cannot be established without reference to the
aesthetic qualities and art historical significance of our subject
works, two substantial chapters detail the processes involved
in researching and documenting the fine and decorative arts,
respectively, and provide annotated bibliographies. Methods
for assigning values for art objects are explored, and sources
of price data, both in print and online, are identified and
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described in detail. In recent years, art historical scholarship
increasingly has addressed issues related to the history of art
and its markets: a chapter on resources for the historian of
the art market offers a wide range of sources. Finally,
provenance and art law are discussed, with particular
reference to their relevance to dealers, collectors, artists and
other art market stakeholders.
Veteran photographer’s rep Maria Piscopo turns theory into
practical, easy-to-understand advice about building a
marketing plan that incorporates self-promotion, advertising,
direct marketing, public relations, and the Internet. This fifth
edition has been thoroughly revised to include the most up-todate coverage of social media and website development, and
includes thirty-seven interviews with top photographers.
Readers will learn how to: Create a business plan Identify a
marketing message Find reps and agents Hire a marketing
coordinator Deal with ethical issues Work with commercial
and consumer clients Plan a budget Create an effective
portfolio Write press releases The Photographer’s Guide to
Marketing and Self-Promotion contains unique information to
help professional and aspiring photographers build satisfying,
lucrative careers. Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse
Publishing, publishes a broad range of books on the visual
and performing arts, with emphasis on the business of art.
Our titles cover subjects such as graphic design, theater,
branding, fine art, photography, interior design, writing,
acting, film, how to start careers, business and legal forms,
business practices, and more. While we don't aspire to
publish a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller,
we are deeply committed to quality books that help creative
professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in areas
overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author
whose expertise can help our audience of readers.
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